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Assumptions

- The overall goal of education is to bring about'a greater degree of

social competence.
A

- Social competence pis the child's everyday effectiveness in dealing

with bOth present. environment 'and eater responsib4lities in school

and life.

- The child's family is perceived asthe principal jafluenceon the

child's development, thus it(the family) must be a direct parti-

cipant in the program.

..:
If children are to reach their fullet potential, there must,be,

.opportunity for the parents to influence the character of programs

affecting the development of their children.

- The child is-the same learner in the classroom and the home in spite

of differences in content and response. '

- The terminology.employeA by the school_" to dharacterize

, a

, the learning difficulties of a child is not simply a description of"--

r,

their problems in'the classroom but has equal.applicatidnito learning

in the home.

The parent is regarded as an /tstructional ally in the development

.',of learning activities.

-,The two worlds of learning, home and school, are not separated.

'-. The schoOrpsycholligists-are in a favorable position to reestablish

the development of the child rather than the survival of the

- institution. as ,theprimary .goal of education.

3
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- The school psychologists by.virtue of their .training and responsibilities

can facilitate'theparents', involvement in deciSions%aboka'their''''

.
-

children at home eIrd in school.
- * 1

Making Consequential decisions is,a worrisome.thi,Rg and c es

ptychological stress*.

I
There is a body of knowledge about how people arrive at decisions.\

V

,
Decision counseling in improving one's deoisioa making effort is

an effective process leading to potitive results.

Rules
4

It is impossible to provide appropriate educational services

Without focusing on the-needs of individual children. Thisllis even

more important for handicapped children. Consequently, recent legisla-

'tion'requires that each child enrolled in a"progr'am have an individualized
.11t

education program, a written statement'for each handicapped child,

jointly developed by a qualified school offic1ial, the child'-s teacher,,

and parentis or guardian. The Education for All Handicapped Children

Act, P.t.. 94-142)-,

Ian school placement procedures and intfact in any decisions conk

cerning a hAdicapped child's schooling, there will be prior ,consultation

4

with the child's parents or guaOian, and in general no policies,'

,/
.

programs, or procedures affecting the education.ofhandicapped children

Coveredobyrthe law will be adopted without public notice; .(.A Bill of

Rights for the'Handicappqd reprintea,from th.10,1976 annual report of

'theNatiOnal Achii.;ori committee on the Handicapped.)

* Psychological stress is.used as a generic,term to designate unpleasant

emotional states evoked by threatening environmental events and

stimuli (decisions).
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IN DIXIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGEAMS

Sections 121,a,220-1,2111.226 of the
regulations interpiet the statutory re-
quirement that free appropriate public
ed_ucayon includes an gildiviqualized cd-
ucatioh proaram for e%ery handicapped
child so served.

. The individualmca echiCation program
IIEPt is a s ritin statement developed
in a meeting anti a rein eentAtive of the
local ecThcational agent y, the teacher, the
parent, and the child, a here appropriate.
The written statement on each (Aoki
Includes documen ion of derimoits
,reached about the obieetuescontent.
implementation and e%aluation of the
child's educational inogiam.

0**
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g ) 2 .3.22 Pare.. par t Da t ion.

(a) Each local educational agency
shall take steps to iiptire that one or
both of tf.e p. cents of the handicapped
child rue present at each meeting or are
afforded they opportunity to participate,

_including scheduling, the meeting at a.
mutally awed on time and.place.

(b) If neither parent can attend. the
local cduactional agency, shalluAa.other
methods to insure parent participatidn,
including individual or donference tele-
phone calls.

(c)-,A meeting may be conducted with-
out a parent in attendance if the local
educational agency Is unable to convince
the parents that they should attend. In
this case the local educational
must have a record of its 'attempts to
arrange a mutually agreed on.eime and
place, such as:

(1) Detailed records of telephone calls
male or attempted and the results of
thalle calls,

(2) Copies of correspondence sent to
the iy.rents and any responses received.
And

(3) Detailed records of visits made.to
the parent's home or place of employ-
ment and the results of those visits..

(d) The local educational agerreY shall
take 1vhatever action is necessary to in-
sure that the parent understand,' the
proceedings at a meeting, including ar-
ranging for an interpretcr,f* parents
who arc deaf or whose.native language is
other than English.
(20 II.S.C.141i(s) (5) .)

PROPOSED RULES

'DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, AND
'WELFARE

Office. of Education ,

[ 45 CFR Parts 100b, 121a. and 121m]
EDUCATION OF HM MCA'PPEO CHILDREN

AND INCENTIVE GRANTS PROGRAM

MIRA REGISTER, VOt AI', NO. 252--THUTI DECEMBER 30.a 1976
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A Thebre6cal.FrimeWork on Dectsion Making

Source:
*
Janis, Irving L., Mann, Leon,
_Decision Makinge, New York:

Free rress, 1977.

ti

The conceptual model of dectsioh 'making presented by Janis and ,\

Mann (1977) is ancharedin,,empirical findings on the effects of com-
.

mitment.and related phenomena and is basically congruent-withKul

Lewin "s original image of man's vulnerability to, gross errors in

4 ;

arriving at-a decision through superficial search and biased. information
)

proceSsing.

People are warm blooded mammals, not ration 0- calculators always

ready to work out the best sOution, but reluctant decisioninakets

beset, by conflict, doubts, worry, struggling with incongruous longing.

antipathies and loyalties and Seeking rglief by procrastinating,

rationalizing denying responsibility for their chokes.

Janis and Mann have identified seven Major criteria to evaluate
, ,

the decision making prOCess. Dec.isfons- satisfying-these procedural

criteria have a better, chance than othersof attaining the decision

maker'sobjecti*ves' and being, adhered to in the long run.

. .

The decision haker; to the best of his ability and within his

information7processing Capabilities ,'

thoiqiughly canvasses a wide rsage of-alternative courses' of Action;

-2. 'surveys the-full r:ange, of ptfjectiyes to be fulfilled and the 'alues

impricatep by the choite;

y
3. .Carefully-weighs, whatever-he knows gbout the costs and risks of

negative conseqUences, as Well as the positive 'consequences, that`

could flow fromreach alternattve;'

6.
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4'... intensively searchesearches for new informatio'n,relevant'ta-further

evaluation: of the
__

. -,

5. correctly assimilates and-fakes account of any new information or**

expet judgement to which he is exposed, even, when the information

/or judgement does not support the course ofaction he initially

/ prefers; .

.

_ .-,,,.,

reexamines the positive and negative consequenies of 'all known

alternatives, Including thpse originally regarled as unacceptable,

before making a final choice; .

. akes detailed provisions for implementing or executing the chosen

lifse of action, with, special attention to contingency plans

th might be required if various known risks were to materialize. 4-

Thes criteria can be boiltd\down to a single generalization -

'

namely, that cision makers ought to enbage in "vigilant- information

. \

Processing."
Ho ever, mot people lack the time and energy to collect

information result) in four sittations in which.decis4on makers
4

habitually fail to rea h this ideal:* .

1. If-the risks involve
doing in the past appear

You are unlikely tocolltr-

natives._

in continuingcontinuing to.\cio.1whatever you have been

w, you are likely to go on doing it.

ct'adequate nformatio4 about piissible alter-
_

2. &the riSk4/of continuing o do whatever yo4 have been doing

appearNbigh, an/ if the.risks o an obvious alternative appear low,

you are likely to'choose this al rnatve. On0 agailic you are unlikely+

to collect adequate information a ut othe(posItibilities.
.

' 3. If all the obvious alternatives look risky, and if you lso feel

that you have-little chance of comi up with a better one u are

likely to engage in "defensive avoid nce,' by trying to df .that ,a

problem exists, exaggerating the - adva tages of the particu; r alter-

natiye you have chosen, or trying to t someone else to noke the

decision.

4. If you feel there is a potentially satisfactory Co;Ae of action,

and if ydu also feel that this alternative maytdisappearif you Wait

to investigate other
possibilities, you are likely to panic, trying

to pursue the obvious alternative,before it is too late.

7 ka,
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Only if you feel all the tbvious choice $ are risky, that there may
,vdell be a better choice that is hot.obviclus And that there is sufficient
time to look fon the test.possibre choice,4011 you eng"age in
"vigilant information processing."

As behavioral s?f6tisttflwe at4 often ntrigte by the great'

pbtentialities of a rational approach;to'detisidh making. We give

the impression that decision makers ougbt to be highly detached,

cool and utterly objective when calculating the expected utility

of'whatever choices they make.

Even if the ideal were somehow worth striving for, the fact

,

remains'that human beings, programmed as they are with emotions and

unconscious motives as well as with cognitive abilities,sfyles and

temperament, seldom can approximate a state of detached affec tlessness

when making decisions that implicate their own, vital interests. . . (page 45).

There is ample evitence that symptoms of stresseaccompany decision ,

making, these'include 'feelings of aplrehensiveness, a desire to escape,
e

R6

'.frOdi a distressing choice dilemma, and self balance for halling allowed

opes'eleto get into predicament where one is forced to chboose

between unsatisfactory alternatives (I'm between the frying pan and

the'fire).

In addition before An overt committing decision is made there

pis evidence that the decision maker engages in bolstejing actirl ity

or unbiased 'scanning of the alternatives, depending on the presence

of:

Belief that the supply of information about 'alternatives iS

exhausted,.the likelihodd increases that he will bolsterthe

is.

.8
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least objectionable alternative, thus 'spreading the attrutiveness

of the alternatives, as he moves toward resplUtion. (page 90)

2. When an uncertain 'decision maker believes that newfrelevant in-

formdtion about the alternativ'esuoill be forthcoming; the 'likli-'

hood increases that he will remain hopeful (about findi a good 1

solution), vigilant and open minded; as a result, he will avoid

moving toward resolution and will abstain from bolstering the .

most promising alternatiye. (pipe 91) .

The school psychdlogist should be aware of these phenomena,.

lestheibecome an unwitting partner to these rationalizations and

'or

efensive beliefs'and unintentionally leading parents to make poor'

decisions.

Soffedtf the bolstering tactics are well known:

- .1.. Exaggerating favorable consequences. 7
2. Minimizing unfavorable consequences.

3. Minimizing the conflict by denying the aversive character

of' whatever bad consequenceswill follow from the selected

decision:

4. Minimizing personal responsibility, ("Eichmann'effect" -

They made me do it).

The psychologist may become ap accomplice to the bolstereing process .

by exaggerating the favorable consequgnces to special education place-

ment, and 'permitting oneself to be the decision maker - encouraging

:the "Eichmann effect."

a

41.
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-It became'apparent-in tge preparation for this paper that effective
i

lir
interventions can belpveloped mit in the context of the school' and

'r
. .

within the scope, of the school jpsyc ologist's responsibility in coun-

seltng parents about their children.

STRATEGIES TO INCREASE PARE 'INVOLVEMENT IN DtCISIONS

ABOUT THEIR C LOREN

c

Sour types of ,interventions ,seem, to effective in providing

aid to .parents who seek advice in making vi I personal decisions and

other consequential coursesof..action that co d affect their future-4

welfare such 4s in the placemant of handicappe children.

A. Decision Counseling - The joint work bf.the ycholsigiq and thd

parent in diagnosing and'improving Vie parents' cision making

-efforts. Thisgivoqss can-be-enondirective where_t psychilogist

tries to fielp the parent to make the.ful1est.possib useertheir

own resources for optimizing decisions in termsof th iir own value

system.' Much of the sychologiWs work consists of m ing ,processes

they are using and alerting them to alternative,procedu

This process calls for a diagnostic interview Ito en le both

participants tO-'arrive at empirically sound ansWers to the t of

diagnostic questions liited below:

A. Reactions'to the challenging thfeat or opportunity

1: Does the'client believe that the risks are serious i e does

not change his present course of action?

10

S.
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2, Does the cllent believe that the risks are serious if he does
.change his present. course of action?

3. 'apes the client believ'e that it is realistic to hope to find.
. a satisfactory alternative?

. . 6 ,

4. DOes.the client ;believe thal there is sufficient time to
search for and evaluate satisfactory alternatigsk

$. The clierh's 'decisional balance sheet

For each of the alternatives he is contemplating, how completely
and accurately has the client taken accou9t.of.the full set of
consequences- pertaining to:

. 1. Utilitarian gains and losses.for himself?

2. Utilitarian. gains and losses for significant others?'

3. Self-approval or self-disapproval? *
4. Social approval or disapproval from stgnificant'others?

C. Working thro4gh the appraisal and commitment stages

A

1'

4

4 #

After appraising fhe chajle4 tocills current course of action "
(tage.1) and surveying alternatives (stage.2), how much timeoand
effort has the client expended in deliberating with respect to,:

1. Which alternative is best?

2. Can the best allernitiye meet all.essential requirements?
4

3. If the best alternative is unsatisfactopi, couldioneof the
existing alterpatives be modified to meet all essential require-'
ments?

C. If the tett alternative is satisfactory, what. are th6 drawback-s
or obstacles to implementing it and allowing others to. know

one's choige?

Page 373

The psychologists must apply a variety of clinical. skills to

0 i".4*
enable ihemto'help the parents overcome the usual sources of ou-

fuscation - such as efforts to present themselves to a socially

1/
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- explOsii,e, conflicts.-arid,justifl,pist and present actions,by rational- .
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izipg. Decision roUhiqirig'alttbough,"different fl.om pSychotherapy .
,

.
. : 1.4- 4 !

.--" . .,

. .
,

can be facilitated by.standa?tfidture of the elini,caikestance adopted,

by Nally school psycholp.gists.
.

The school psychologist should -a* be Mare that interventions

$

can be developed to counteract deftnsio'savaidance. OnR intervention

consists of a coping procedure that,buildy ups the client's hopLby,*

.encouraging an optjmisttc reappraisal of anxiety-prOvoktng events and 0

f

without encouraling denial of reltstic threats, enhances the client's.

-confidence.in being ableto deal whatever consequences .ate en-

countered. The clot is given several examples of.positive outcomes

to the decision, then invited'to think up.additionai examples Unique

. , ; A

to their problem.: Finally, the psychologist advisesthe.client

to enumerate the positive aspects td herself whenever shelstar to

feel. et about,the unpleasant, aspects of the decision. _Langer

*

Janis and Wolfer (1977, page 176) foun that qis'procedure proved

to be effective in' reducing pre and lost operative strest.

8. Applying tHe Balance Sheet Schema - Mapy a/ool'psycholo.gist

wa3ks out of a parent conferenCe convinted,thal he facilitated

positive decisions from the parents, only tp 6e confronted a day later ,

4,

with post decisionalchanges. Janis anti Mann identified-in their'

reseacnch-,severaj sources, of regret, such' as Potential financial.1,Oss,-.

health impairment, social censureor othkr undesirable consequences

that might follow from adhering to a colhe of action to which'4_,Refton

is committed.

4
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PotX-dectsional 'regfet leads to a behavior pattern of either

ddfensie avoiddlte, hypervigilance more informatip, another diag-
_

tosis,-another specialist). Thee coping patterh that emerge$ in this

situation is often prou'astination,'",shifting responsibility or,bol-

stering:0,
o :.

The balahce sheet schema seems to provide the
-

intervention str iri preventing post decisional regret, (because:

ve

you have all facts in-front of you) and overcoming psychological

- _.:

resistances to thinkiriq abOut the consequences ofaltehative courses

. 16
of action.

, .

This procedure was designesrto'aid people.-Making vital decisibns,

to help them survey all the viable alternatives and explore the con-

sequences of each. The evidence of the, value of the procedure comes

from only two types of decision (career choices'and health related .

' decisioni (gding oh a-diet)}, school- 'psychologists may find it usefol

,

for the variety.of other of decisions. r _
I

The balance sheet de ,,Jith the f allowing issues:

' 1. Tangible' gains anA los tAJ self

i.e.'Oersonai income, -Ong conditions, transportation, ett.

.,.

2. ahbible gains and losses for others . .
: --, fri.4

.

.

i.e. siblings, children, grandparents, husband, wife N ! .

i
, 3: 'Self approval cr disapproval -i

. . , .

-1.e.-internalizedmoral standards, ego ideals and Self'inmge .

''. 4. Appoval or disapproval by significant others

.. .

1 i.e. potential approvaror disapproval of referente groups, neigh-

-- :bors, parents, Siblings; children

13:
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'A'sample balance sheet procedure is oqtlined in Janis and Mann ,

(1977), Appendix A.

C. Outcome Psirodrama.- WhT the coping pattern of defensive avoidance

tio t

.
is dominant, the balance sheet procedure may fail to overcome the

. ,

psychological resstaves to,exploring all major consequences. In

'%uch instances psychodrama is a more powerful procedure which can lead.

toOositive results (page 380).
s.

In this procedure the parents.participate enacting a scenario

that requires them to projeot themselves into the future and to impro-

' vise a retrospectiveiEcount of what has happened as a consequence

.
of their cho5sing one or another of the mosC attractive alternatives.

-. k J

The procedure is repeated as man/ times as necessary to explore the -
.

r

potential consequences bf.each Of the main alttrnatives the parents

.
,

(clients) are conidertng.

$

Outcome psichodrama-may be most effectivAhen used in combi-'
Will

nation with the balance sheet.procedure.

D. Emotional Inoculation for POst.Decisional Setbacks, In order to

stabilize decisions, the pwcholo4ist'should expose,tihe'decision makers

to preparatory infor6ation that is'sPecifically designed to provide.

emotional inoculation for post decisional setbacks. ; 4,

The goal of emotional iAoculation.is to make the person aware of

an.impending crisis or negative consequences wellin advance of= the

potential confrontation. That way the parenti have an opportunity

to anticipate a problem, start working through their anxiety and make

plans that might enable them to cope more effectively with subsequent

crisis.

14
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Conceivably, thq amount of time and-effort required for effective

emotional inoculation might be reduced by the judicious Use of films,

recorded lecturis, and pamphlets. School psycho4ogists can develop

an effective program of emotional inoculatjon for parents of handicapped

children (page.389),

.

There are three essential steps to this process:

1. Call the client'sattentian to information about-impending

risks or problems.

2. Encourage persons to work out ways of reassuring themfselves

about the ultimate success of the course of action.

1

3. Supplement the olient'i spontaneouS efforp to arrive at

effectivk reas4uring beliefs b giving concrete informati n

concerning the potential losses or setbacks, the ways of ich

the problems can be surmounted and the mitigating or pro-

tective aspects of the environment.

Conclusions

Decision makinlas a process by which parents choose courses

of action among conflicting consideration in the best interests of -

v

their children were discussed.

Strategies for intervention to increase parents' decision making

effectiveness-were outlined. It -is the presenter's conttmtion that school

'psychologists with training in diagnosis and counseling and with a

commitment to promote child development shoriAd train parent% in

decision making, This is-particularly i4ortant in worlOng with

parents of handicapped children; who, more often than other parents,

find themselves in decision making.siluatiOns without adequate prepara-

Mon or training. The school psychorlit-instead of using their

,

15
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knowledge of behavior to bolster the decisions of the parents, ought'

provide decision counseling to ensure the parents' informed

decisions on behalftef-their children. This is an advocacy role.

which undoubtetlg. °provide school ,psychologitts with a great deal

of job satisfaction.

a . ; .. .
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